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Look at your space with new eyes! 
STORE REFRESH CHECKLIST 
 
Top retail design firms stress how a store’s atmosphere is critical to a quality experience. To be 
effective with this, you may want to consider reviewing your store environment while addressing 
things like clutter, cleanliness, space planning, layout, inventory levels and visual representation. 
Whether you’re considering a remodel or simply need a thorough cleaning, these low-cost steps 
will enhance your in-store experience. 

 
EXERCISE:  
Take a notepad (and pen) and stand right inside your front door. Ask yourself the following   
questions and take notes on items that could be improved. It can also be effective to ask a 
friend to answer these same questions. 
 

• What are your first impressions of the atmosphere?  
• What products and services are your eyes drawn to first? 
• Is it clear that you are a creative and premium service business?  
• Are print services/capabilities clearly visible? 
• Does the space appeal to a wide range of customer age groups/demographics? 

 
 
Inventory Review 

q Use POS data to discover what product lines and SKUs are top + bottom sellers. 
q Review profit margins, sell-through rates and any other POS measurables. This practice 

takes emotion and guess work out of the equation since you are focused on the data.  
q Discount bottom-selling merchandise in a way that moves it out quickly. 
q Once the dated, low selling inventory is gone, you’ll be better positioned to replace it with 

more profitable in-demand products and services. 

Declutter 

q Strive to have well-displayed, uncluttered counters. Limit impulse purchase items. 
q Any non-essential in-store signage and literature should be removed. 
q Review production space. Declutter and reorganize for more efficiency.  
q Keep brochures/literature in 1-2 locations. Avoid placing it throughout the store. 
q Eliminate or relocate any misc. equipment, old copiers, etc. from the sales floor. 
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q Frames + albums tend to take up significant shelf space, yet they don’t typically sell well 
enough to justify all that valuable retail real estate.  

 Consider if carrying only one or two frame lines is adequate. 
 Keep frame styles + sizes that are proven sellers. Eliminate the rest. 
 Work to sell-through/clearance and reduce inventory of low sellers. 
 For most photo retailers, ONE strong, yet modern, album line is adequate. 

 
q Question if pre-cut mats, printer paper, album pages and similar inventory is effective 

and consider a condensed display method or elimination. 
q Can some merchandise be stored in the back and accessed on request? 
q Eliminate or relocate non-essential items like plants, literature racks or vintage cameras 

for less visual distraction. 
q Free up wall space and fixtures so you can utilize that key real estate effectively. 
q Eliminate or donate all dated, damaged and temporary fixtures.  
q Eliminate duplicate, dated or damaged product samples – especially photo gifts/books. 
q Review sublimated products (photo gifts) and eliminate poor sellers. 

o Excel at displaying your top 10-20 selling gift items only. The rest can be 
represented on your kiosk or web system and not take up valuable store space. 

o IPI members may be willing to purchase unwanted inventory at a discounted rate. 
To do this, please promote these items on the IPI Forum. 

Store Layout/Flow questions 

q Review current store layout: counter locations, foot traffic patterns, customer flow and 
visual appeal.  

o How can you improve sight lines/flow? 
o Do the walls need fresh paint?  
o Can you better locate key displays/fixtures?  

q Display most profitable or popular products/services so that every customer sees them 
when walking into the store. 
 

Low-Cost Refresh Techniques 

• Deep clean thoroughly. 
• Replace or clean weather safe floor mats. 
• Wash exterior windows. 
• Polish flooring and clean carpet. 
• Resurface dated counters with new laminate. 
• Repaint walls with a bright neutral color. 
• Replace stained ceiling tiles, bulbs and light fixtures. 
• Update window vinyl/store hours and branding. 
• Add perforated window vinyl to draw attention to the exterior. 
• Update in-store signage using MSP in-store posters/graphics. 

 


